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A framework is presented for a more causal explanation and ordering of

stream characteristics than traditional means have used. Patterns of stream habitat

distribution are related to particular characteristics of the geomorphology of

watersheds. Variability in stream characteristics can be explained by the spatial

distribution of properties of the watershed and by identifying stages in the

development of stream habitat. This has implications for the classification of streams

in a geomorphic context, emphasizing the concepts of capacity and genesis. Within the

context of a hierarchical watershed classification, stream segment is considered the

most useful classification level for understanding habitat distribution and dynamics.

Basins in basalt and sandstone geologic formations in the Oregon Coast Range were

investigated for stream habitat distribution.

In streams flowing through sandstone, repetitive patterns of large-scale

valley segments are identified in headwaters to large rivers. Segment boundaries are

identified by changes in valley morphology. Alternating patterns of wide valleys and

constricted valleys are common in some landtype associations. The formation of these

segments is influenced by bedrock stratigraphy and large-scale geomorphic processes

such as slump-slides. Valley dimensions are quantified by nondimensional indices of

valley width / channel width and the stream gradient index.

Pool distribution was intensively analysed in 2.8 kilometers of a fourth order

stream that flows through basalt bedrock. The mainstem was stratified by tributary

junctions, each of which was further divided into 3 equal zones. Distributional

patterns were analyzed by pool spacing, linear nearest neighbor, and by composition



of zones. Pool spacing does not conform to the expected normal distribution with a

median spacing at 5-7 channel widths. Pool spacing is strongly skewed towards

shorter spacings and has a median spacing at 2-3 channel widths. Pools of similar

size and type occur locally, which indicates that different areas of the stream have

different conditions for habitat formation and development. Habitat distribution and

composition is related to valley morphology, hillslope processes, location in relation

to tributary junctions, and time since disturbance. Debris torrents are the dominant

processes influencing the stream, these supplying sediment and instream structure of

wood and boulders, as well as influencing channel slope.

A balance between disturbance and recovery exists in unmanaged as well as

perturbed watersheds. Effective management of watersheds must maintain the

geomorphic integrity of the valley and stream. Classification of the stream and

habitat in a geomorphic context enhances explanation and the understanding of the

interaction between watershed form and process and characteristics of the stream.

Stream habitat formation, distribution, and dynamics are better understood in the

context of geomorphic concepts such as sediment storage and dynamics.
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Geomorphic Influences on Habitat Formation, Distribution, and Development

and the Classification of Upland Coastal Oregon Streams.

INTRODUCTION

The inherent variability of streams has compounded the understanding of

stream biota (Hall and Knight, 1981). Habitat has been advocated as the template for

organizing knowledge of biological populations and communities (Southwood, 1977;

Elton and Miller, 1954). Evolutionary and life history strategies of populations are

considered dependent on past and present properties of habitat (Southwood, 1977).

The description and classification of stream habitat, however, has been considered

inadequate for the needs of science and management for determining the effects of

watershed perturbation on streams (Bisson et al., 1981). Recently the watershed

has been advocated as the basic ecosystem unit in a land system classification that

would unite attributes of the terrestrial system with those of the aquatic

system(Platts, 1980). Although watershed classification would better address land-

water interactions, there remains a need for further integration of land-watershed

classifications with properties of the stream (Welsh, 1978). Part of this problem

is due to inadequate methods of stratifying streams, methods that do not reflect the

properties of watersheds (Hughes and Omernicky, 1983). A geomorphic perspective

is needed in stream-watershed classifications that emphasizes the linkages between

watershed and stream.

Understanding the influence of the watershed on stream morphology and

process is of increasing importance to biologists and geomorphologists alike,

especially regarding watershed management and disturbance to streams. Yet the

stream and watershed are viewed quite differently by the two disciplines, often

without adequately considering the connections between the properties of watersheds

and streams. Pools and riffles are the main morphologic features of streams, viewed

by geomorphologists as results of physical processes and by biologists as habitat.

Similarly, geomorphologists view mass movement erosional processes as components

of watershed sediment budgets, while biologists consider them as impacts on the

biology of the stream. Perspectives of both disciplines must be integrated to better
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comprehend the interconnection between the physical and biological interactions of

watershed and stream.

The objectives of this study are 1) to identify distributional patterns of stream and

valley characteristics in different geologic formations, 2) to determine the influence

of watershed geomorphology on the formation, distribution, and dynamics of stream

habitat, and 3) to relate the results to a classification of habitat and the stratification

of streams.

To accomplish these objectives two watersheds were studied in two different

geologic formations. Flynn Creek is a subbasin of Drift Creek and the Alsea River,

and all flow through the Tyee Sandstone Formation. Repetitive patterns of large scale

valley morphologic units were identified in these basins. These morphological units

were often marked by distinct discontinuities in valley morphology, and the

boundaries did not match up with tributary junctions. The valleys were formed by

infilling behind large scale slump-slides and by differences in erosional

characteristics of bedrock stratigraphy. Bob Creek is located in the Yachats Basalt

formation and was extensively surveyed for watershed-stream habitat relations.

Debris torrents are the dominant processes that influence channel morphology and

stream habitat distribution, composition, and dynamics. Pool spacing deviated from

the expected distribution pattern that is normally distributed and with spacing

dominant at 5-7 channel widths. This can be partially explained by relations

between channel slope, pool density, and pool size. In addition, riffles and pools of

certain size and type occur localy. Stratification of the stream by tributary

junctions enhanced interpretation of habitat distribution and dynamics relative to

watershed morphology and process. Developmental stages in stream habitat can be

identified in both study areas. The concept of habitat development is important in

understanding temporal variability in streams, and needs to be incorporated into

watershed and stream classification.

Classification of stream habitat in a geomorphic context should improve

interpretation of relations between watershed and stream composition and dynamics.

Understanding the particular relations between watershed morphology and process

and habitat formation, distribution, and development should aid the stratification of

streams and the selection of variables to use in a stream classification. Through such
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Table 1. Scale, definition, and differentiation of stream and terrestrial
classification strata.

Scale
Variable

Stream System

-Stream Network
Hydrological expression of watershed,
delineated by map crenulated or "blue
line" streams.

Variable -Watershed basins orsubbasins.
Groups of stream networks.

102cw -Section
Portion of stream network of similar
shape, pattern, texture, or drainage
density; stream profile shape, relief,
concavity.

101cw -Segment
Morphological, hydrological, or
compositional discontinua along the
stream corridor; patterns of channel
features related to local valley or
watershed conditions.

variable -12.4.021

Areas of diffuse, fluctuating, or
indiscernible boundaries. eg. areas of
aggradation, degradation; gradual slope
change.

lecw -Reach
Patterns of stream habitat; instream
and streamside patterns of morphology,
gradient, substrate, soils, and
vegetation.

10-1cw
-Pool/Riffle (Aauatic Type)
Individual geomorphic units of the
stream channel, differentiated by
channel morphology, substrate, and
water surface slope.

Scale
Variable

Terrestrial System

Watershed
Watershed boundaries; may include
many landtype classes.

103 -104 Region.Section. Physiographic

km2 Province Regions of similar geomorphic
and climatic development; variability in
lithology and structure visible in
landforms and stream networks.

102 km2

101 km2

variable

100 km2

10-1 km2

-Landtvoe Association
Patterns of landforms formed by similar
processes or of similar morphology,
structure, and lithology.

-Landtype
Further refinement of landtype
association; areas of homogeneous
lithology, structure, morphology, soils,
and potential vegetation.

(Zone)
definition as in stream system, eg.
vegetation, soil, or climatic zones;
diffuse edges; hydrological-variable
source area.

-Landtype Phase
uniform land characteristics within
landtype; soil series, vegetation
states.

Individual units of the landscape;
slope elements, vegetation patches,
soil polyhedron.

cw Channel Width. Stream system classes are scaled relative to the size of the stream.

Note that stream and terrestrial strata do not always correspond in scale, boundaries,
or characteristics. Scales are relative and change with objectives and system
characteristics. Adapted from Frissel et al. (1986), Wertz and Arnold (1972), and
Lotspiech and Platts(1982).



Table 2. Definitions and benefits of methods used for the delineation of segment strata.

Strata Type

Segment
Discontinua along the stream corridor or patterns
of channel features related to the local influence of
the valley or watershed.

Al Geometric Differentiation
Stratification of the stream network based on
geometry of the drainage network. Indirect
relations with watershed hydrology,
geomorphology, and size.

1) Stream Order
Geometric differentiation of stream network by
order of magnitude.

2) Stream Link
Portion of the stream network between two
tributary junctions (includes terminal unbranched
segments)

B1 Compositional Differentiation
Stratification based on valley and watershed
composition and morphology.

1) Stream-Valley Unit
Portion of stream channel whose morphology,
dynamics, and composition are influenced by
local valley-hillslope conditions.

Differentiation of Stream Segments

Classification Parameters

Changes in potential discharge, watershed area;
Channel morphology, composition and slope;
valley-hillslope morphology and composition.

Stream network parameters as determined by
specific map and stream delineation methods.
Stream order; stream link, stream network
topology.

Stream order as defined by Strahler, 1952.

Link magnitude or number, link diameter(length),
link orientation and position. Potential change in
hydrology and sediment load from subbasins.

Watershed area, morphology, relief; bedrock
lithology, structure; valley and hillslope
morphology and composition.

Channel and valley gradient; Channel pattern,
morphology;valley development(valley width
/channel width), shape; orientation, elevation.

f+) Benefits
I-) Problems

(+) Differentiation and separation of variability of
channel network based on size and composition.

(+) Traditional terminology for stratification of the
stream.
(-) Properties dependent on interpretation from
topographic maps. May not reflect geomorphic
conditions influencing segment boundaries and
characteristics.

(+) Universal communication of terms between
disciplines. (+) Coarse stratification and
comparison of streams based on size.
(-) Dependent on identification of terminal or first
order segments, and on map scale and methods of
stream delineation.

(+) Spatial ordering of stream network more related
to watershed hydrology and geomorphology
(-) Same as above for map interpretation

(+) Direct relation between properties of watershed
and stream .
(-) Information intensive;relations may not be
apparent from maps and stream network.

Note: Geometric segment delineation methods are best used for describing and communicating segment location, while compositional
methods are best used for classification.
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a classification, the interpretation of life histories and possible perturbations and

adaptations of populations become more apparent. Pools and riffles can be considered

as the portion of the substrate, water, and organic material of the watershed that has

been delivered to and stored in the stream (Lilse, 1983). Pools are water

temporarily stored in depressions scoured at high flows, and riffles are water

flowing over sediment deposits. Hilislope processes are important in the transfer of

material from the hilislope to the stream channel (Swanson et al., 1982) and

influence the morphology and dynamics of the channel. Pools and riffles as stream

habitat provide a geomorphic template to connect physical features and processes of

the watershed with the biology of the stream.

Recognition of the influence of geomorphology on the nature of the stream

system can lead to a better understanding of the formation, distribution, and dynamics

of stream habitat. Incorporation of geomorphic concepts into a hierarchical

classification based on system capacity enhances predictive power, causal

explanation, and stratification of streams (Warren, 1979; Frissel et al., 1986;

Brown and Godfrey, ms). Within the context of watershed classification, stream

segment is the most useful classification level for interpreting habitat distribution

and dynamics (Tables 1 and 2). Stream segments are large scale valley and channel

patterns that reflect the controlling properties of the local valley. To be useful in

classification, properties of segments should be relatively time invariant relative to

the dynamics of the stream channel, and thus strongly influence the characteristics of

the stream. Together with the geomorphic knowledge of a region, a hierarchical

classification of habitat that relates stream habitat to the fluvial-geomorphic

interactions of the watershed can lead to a better knowledge and prediction of habitat

distribution and response to perturbation.
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Study Area

Both watershed systems are located in the central portion of the Coast Range

Physiographic province (Figure 1). Bob Creek is a fourth order watershed that

drains directly into the Ocean. Seven percent of the forest is logged in the lower

watershed, and a ridgeline road circumvents the watershed. The watershed is part of

the Rock Creek Wilderness of the Siuslaw National Forest and is located in the Yachats

Basalt Formation and the Igneous Headlands landtype association (Figure 2). The

Flynn Creek-Drift Creek drainage flows into the Alsea River drainage, and is almost

entirely in the Tyee Sandstone Formation. Flynn Creek is a Nature Conservancy site

and is located in the Coastal Fluvial Lands landtype association, while the mainstem of

Drift Creek forms the border of three landtype associations (Figure 2).

The climate of the Coast Range is moist marine temperate, with warm, dry

summers and cool, wet winters. Bob Creek occurs on the boundary of the Sitka

Spruce (Picea sitchensis) vegetation zone (Juday, 1975). Maritime air masses

directly influence this zone and result in milder temperatures and more even

seasonal distribution of moisture and plant growth. Fall and winter storms are

convectional in nature with precipitation of long duration. The intensity, duration,

amount, and timing of precipitation can be quite variable between storms and

seasons, with equal variability in stream discharge. Annual precipitation ranges

from 60 to over 100 inches.

Vegetation is heterogeneous in composition and age of stands. The Bob Creek

and Flynn Creek watersheds were extensively burned during the 1868 Yaquina fire

(Juday, 1975). Thus much of the forest is dominated by young stands. Stands of

conifers predominate along ridges, while alder (Alnus sp) and salmonberry (Rhus

sp.) dominate tributary margins and unstable areas. Salmonberry is the main

component of an often thick understory. Many large trees and snags persist and enter

the stream through a variety of processes.

The Tyee sandstone is the dominant geologic formation of the central Coast

Range. it was formed from turbidity currents, resulting in rhythmically bedded,

massive sandstone with softer siltstone layers (Snaveley et al., 1964). Spatial

characteristics of the formation are quite variable, ranging from equal thicknesses of
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siltstone and sandstone layers to areas dominated by thick sandstone units with thin

interbedded siltstone layers (Schlicker et al, 1973). The structure of the area

consists of moderate folding and an open anticline ( Schlicker et al., 1974), with

moderate dip angles (5-20 degrees). The landforms of the area reflect the

variability in structure and composition. The massive sandstones are more resistant

to erosion and form prominent ridges. Areas dominated by siltstones or with

siltstone layers that have weathered to clay are subject to landslides. Watersheds of

the Coastal Fluvial landtype association are of moderate relief and stream networks

are strongly dendritic.

The Yachats basalt is the dominant geology of the Igneous Headlands landtype.

It is one of the younger formations of the Coast Range, of Late Eocene age, and lies atop

the Tyee Sandstone. The formation is composed of heterogeneous aerial and subaerial

basalt flows, breccias, and dikes that result in fragmental to uniformly dense, hard-

textured deposits (Snavely and MacLeod, 1974). The basalts form a resistant

topography recognizable by the rugged headlands along the coast (Lund, 1971).

The mainstems of many of the watersheds in the Yachats Basalt have formed

along east-west trending faults, creating steep, narrow, elongate basins with trellis

drainage patterns. The narrow watershed with small tributaries minimizes sharp

increases in discharge and subsequent channel adjustments downstream, this making

it ideal for analyzing habitat distribution. Tributaries appear to be formed along

joints perpendicular to the mainstem. Many of the tributaries are poorly developed

with short, steep, poorly defined channel networks. Streamside slides and debris

torrents are common in the active development and headward migration of

tributaries. Debris torrents are the main mass movement process of the watershed

(Marston, 1982), and are important in the sediment budgets of these basins

(Dietrich and Dunne, 1978). Hills lopes are steep, with slopes often greater than

50%.

The mainstem of Bob Creek can be divided into three sections, based on

drainage area, valley development, and slope. Two kilometers of the mid-section

were intensively surveyed for habitat distribution and geomorphic relations, while

1.8 kilometers of the lower section were surveyed for comparison of pool

distribution and composition. The upper section has a narrow valley with a steep
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channel slope, and is characterized by rapids between bedrock falls. Here debris

torrents are uncommon. The mid-section is of intermediate slope (6.7%) and has an

active channel width averaging 4.5 meters, with a relatively narrow valley.

Substrate size ranges from medium gravels to small boulders, with large cobble

predominating. Alder and salmonberry dominate the riparian vegetation, and

conifers are rare along the valley bottom. The study site in the mid section is

bounded by a large bedrock falls at the upper end and the origin of a large debris flood

at the lower end. The lower section has a lower channel slope (2%), an active channel

width of 10-11 meters, cobble to gravel sized substrate, and higher stream

discharge. Here the valley is wider, with large conifers occurring on the valley floor

and often dominating the riparian vegetation. The debris flood that was initiated at

the end of the upper study site (the mid-section) severely impacted the channel

downstream to the mouth.
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METHODS

Two watershed systems in different geologic formations of the Coast Range of

Oregon were studied to determine patterns of habitat distribution and related

geomorphic influences. Sites in Bob Creek of the Yachats basalt formation were

intensively studied to determine habitat distribution in relation to geomorphic

hillslope processes. The Flynn Creek-Drift Creek drainages of the Alsea river flowed

through the Tyee Sandstone and were extensively analyzed for large scale valley and

channel patterns. To reveal geomorphic relations of habitat distributional patterns,

pools and riffles were classified, channel and valley morphology and associated

geomorphic features were noted and quantified, and the stream was stratified by

discontinuities in valley and channel geomorphology. Methods and analyses were

adjusted to the particular patterns of valley and stream characteristics for each area.

Field measurements of downstream distance for both areas were based on string line.

Stream profiles were determined by a staff and abney to measure water surface slope.

Range finders and meter tapes were used for valley dimensions, and hillslopes were

measured with clinometers and abney.

In streams flowing through sandstones, methods for discerning large scale

patterns of valley and stream morphology were adjusted to the scale of the streams

being investigated. Measurements were made in the field for the smallest watershed,

and were similar to the methods previously described, with the addition of channel

sinuosity measurements along the transect with a string line and compass. For the

larger streams, aerial photos and topographic maps were used to determine valley

and channel dimensions. For mid-sized streams, 1/12000 scale aerial photographs

with a mylar overlay were viewed through a stereoscope, and for large rivers,

orthophoto quadrangles with transparent topographic maps were used. Valley

boundaries, tributary junctions, geomorphic features, and the course of the channel

were located on the mylar overlay. Valley widths were measured from the overlay,

and were verified in the field when active channel widths were measured.

Location of changes in valley width were then transfered to 7.5 minute USGS

topographic maps, from which longitudinal profiles were digitized. The stream

gradient index was calculated for each valley segment (Hack, 1973). The index

reflects stream power for a stream segment, as it essentially standardizes the slope
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at a particular point for downstream distance. The index is a useful tool for

identifying stream segments of differing stream size influenced by similar

geomorphic conditions, or for identifying variations in geology and geomorphology

that differentially influence channel gradient. Channel sinuosity and the ratio of

valley width to active channel width were also calculated. The ratio of valley width to

channel width measures the relative impingement of the hillslope on the channel and

also valley development in relation to stream size. Sinuosity measures stream

channel meandering.

For Bob Creek, aerial photographs dating from 1964 to 1984 (scale of

1/12000 to 1/24000) were used to identify slides, tributary junctions, and

channel openings resulting from perturbations such as debris torrents and floods.

These features were aged by correlation with aerial photo observations and by coring

trees that occurred on terraces, fans, and log jams. The mainstem was stratified into

stream segments, which were further subdivided into three zones of equal size. Zones

are used as a further refinement of stratification to reveal habitat patterns. Zones

are used where boundaries are either diffuse or frequently shift location. Segment

boundaries were delineated by tributary junctions with recognizable discharge at low

flow, major breaks in stream gradient, or both. Segment boundaries were often set

where alluvial fans began to influence the stream. This was necessary because fans

formed from debris torrents often gave tributaries a deranged pattern, forcing

tributaries to enter the valley downstream from the confluence of the tributary

valley. The shortest segment (68 meters) was not amenable to zonal stratification

due to its' small size and was not included in zone analysis.

In order to connect habitat formation, distribution, and dynamics to

properties and processes of the watershed, pool and riffle classification emphasized

the geomorphic properties of habitat. Pool location and the structural features and

hydrological processes forming pools were the main criteria for pool classification.

Structural features are similar to Lisles' (1981) large roughness elements and

Frissels' et al. (1986) morphogenetic features. Riffle types are nonpool features

that are often formed from water flowing over sediment deposits, and vary in slope

and in substrate size. Riffle types are here classified by slope, substrate, and

hydrological characteristics according to the criteria of Bisson et al. (1981) and
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Frissel et al. (1986) for riffles, rapids, cascades, and falls. Riffles were subdivided

into gravel and cobble subtypes.

For ease of interpretation, pool classes in the upper study site were grouped

into boulder, wood plunge, wood lateral-scour, and miscellaneous categories.

Boulder pools were generally smaller than wood pools, the largest being either

plunge pools associated with well developed transverse boulder or cobble bars or

lateral scour pools associated with large boulders. Wood lateral scour pools were

formed by logs that provided hydrological scour but not a sharp drop in channel

elevation. This class included log jams and root wads. Wood plunge pools are formed

when a hydrological drop over an obstruction in the channel causes bed scour below.

There were few miscellaneous pools, including bedrock lateral-scour, large glides,

and heterogeneous pools.

Pools were also separated into size classes and functional classes. Pool size

classes were based on volume measured in the field or estimated from a regression

equation. In a preliminary study, 60 pools were measured for morphometric

characteristics and to estimate volume. Volume was calculated from length, width,

and depth, determined from cross sections. A regression equation for volume was

established using the proxies of length and maximum depth, which are highly

correlated with pool volume, are least transient in changing flows, and can be easily

measured. The equation is tin 0.27(L) + 2.02(D) - 0.49, R2 = 0.89, where V is

volume (m3), L is length, and D is maximum depth. For the regression equation,

pool length was taken to be the longest dimension of the pool (length or width). Four

size classes were established from natural breaks in a cumulative frequency

distribution of volume. Size class 1 are the largest pools and are in the >80%

frequency range (2.8 - 4.8 m3). Size class 2 occurs between 60-80% (1.6 -2.8

m3), 3 between 30-60% (0.9 - 1.6 m3, and 4 in the lower 30% (< 0.9 m3).

Pool functional types are based on dominance of the channel and are of two

types: primary and secondary. They are used for comparison with other studies that

emphasize large pools for pool to pool spacing. Primary pools are larger pools that

dominate the channel. They either 1) have have a length or width larger than or near

the active channel width, or 2) a width at low stream flows equal to or greater than

the channel low flow width. Primary pools can be considered main channel pools, and
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correspond to Grants' (1984) channel units or Lis les' (1986) large pools.

Secondary pools are smaller and either do not dominate the channel or are off-

channel habitats. They have lengths or widths much less than the active channel

width, widths at low stream flows much less than the channel low flow width, or are

located off the main channel. Secondary pools correspond to Lis les' (1986) scour

holes or step pools. They include backwater pools, isolated side-channel pools,

marginal pools, and pocket pools.

Pools are more amenable to distributional analysis than riffles since pools

can be considered point features in their formation, while riffles are length features

often associated with sediment deposition. Furthermore, pools may be scoured in the

middle of a sediment feature that forms riffles. Pool distribution was analyzed by

means of linear nearest neighbor analysis (Pinder and Witherick, 1975), pool

spacing, and composition of zones. Linear nearest neighbor measures whether the

patterns of features are randomly, clustered, or regularly (evenly) distributed.

Backwater and side channel pools were not used in linear nearest neighbor analysis

and pool spacing. Riffle features were standardized to percent of channel length and

were analyzed by percent composition and frequency of occurrence in a zone. Active

channel width was measured in the upper three links and the average value of 4.2

meters was used in analysis. For the lower site 11.6 meters was the average active

channel width.
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RESULTS AND INTERPRETATION

Valley Segment Distribution in Streams of the Tyee_Sandstone.

Repetitive patterns of morphologically distinct valley types were identified in

portions of Flynn Creek, Drift Creek and the Alsea River flowing through the Tyee

sandstone formation. These occurred from small headwaters to large rivers. Three

basic morphologic valley types can be identified, which have similar nondimensional

morphological properties regardless of stream size (Figure 3). Constricted valleys

have straight, steep channels with narrow valleys and steep hillslopes. The channel

is often in direct contact with the hillslope. Wide alluvial valleys are located

immediately upstream from constricted narrows, and are characterized by relatively

lower channel gradient and meandering channels in wide valleys. Adjacent hillslopes

are generally less steep, and the stream has less contact with the hillslope. Wide

valleys are often associated with large scale storage of sediment in terraces of valley

floors. Smaller wide alluvial valleys are associated with tributary junctions and

smaller scale sediment storage in alluvial fans and terraces. Narrows are

intermediate in morphological characteristics, and have variable properties of

hillslope and channel. Location of narrows in relation to the other valley types is not

as predictable.

Although morphometric properties of valley types (Figure 3) suggest a

continuum related to valley size, sharp discontinuities in valley dimensions often

identify the boundaries of valley types (Figure 4), especially between constricted

and wide valley types. Boundaries associated with valley and stream dimensions are

more variable in the upstream valleys due to the overwhelming influence of the

hillslope on stream characteristics. Unlike Bob Creek in the Yachats Basalt

Formation, tributary junctions in streams of the sandstones do not correspond with

boundaries of change in valley dimensions. Wide alluvial valleys are often sites of

major increases in stream discharge, with large or multiple tributaries entering the

mainstem near mid-valley.

The geomorphic factors forming valley segments are variable and often

interrelated. Both wide alluvial valleys and constricted valleys are often formed

from the same feature, including association with the terminus of ridgelines, large
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scale mass wasting events such as slump-slides, and geologic stratigraphy of

alternating resistance to erosion. Constricted valley types are formed from cutting

through colluvial deposits and resistant bedrock layers, and are associated with the

terminus of ridgelines. Wide alluvial valleys are almost always associated with a

constricted valley at its downstream end. Wide valleys are formed by valley infilling

behind colluvial deposits, and bedrock stratigraphy less resistant to erosion by

lateral channel migration. Ridges often run parrallel to this valley type.

The alternating pattern of the stratigraphy of the Tyee formation

partly explains the repetitive nature of valley segments. In the Flynn Creek area,

stream profiles are characterized by alternating wide and constricted valleys. These

stream patterns correspond to flat terrestrial landforms, referred to here as

benches, which are found throughout the Iandtype association. Both benches and

constricted valleys are often underlain by bedrock. In addition, bedrock falls in

nearby tributaries occur at the same elevation as benches and constricted valleys.

This suggests that a bedrock feature is responsible for the formation of both the

stream segments and the landforms. The association of hillslope features with stream

features illustrates the idea that properties of the watershed are reflected in

properties of the stream. In the rhythmically bedded Tyee Sandstone, the sandstone

beds are usually thicker than the interbedded siltstone, though areas occur where the

siltstone layers are well developed. Alternating beds of siltstone are softer and more

easily eroded. Streams cutting through resistant sandstone would have

characteristics similar to constricted valleys. The bedrock also acts as a resistant

geologic nickpoint, restricting the downcutting of the stream above. Here, the stream

laterally cuts into the softer siltstone layers above the sandstone, forming a wide,

lower gradient valley. Similar patterns in valley and channel characteristics are

exhibited in a stream in Virginia that flows through changes in siltstone to sandstone

bedrock (Hupp, 1982).

Large mass wasting events are associated with many of the valleys and are

dominant processes in lake formation in the Coast Range (Swanston, 1979, Johnson

et al., 1985). Large slump-slides have formed wide alluvial valleys in Drift Creek,

as is occurring in the recent formation of Ayers Lake and as occurred in an infilled,

forested valley behind an old slump-slide feature. An associated constricted valley is

formed when the channel cuts through the sediment deposit. Evidence of mass wasting
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was also observed in connection with ridges, which are often associated with the

boundaries between valley types.

Though a valley type has similar morphometric properties among segments of

differing discharge, the factors forming segments differ in type, scale, and behavior

between large and small streams. For example, a bedrock feature that forms a

constricted narrows in a small watershed forms a riffle feature in a large river.

Also, the effectiveness and persistence of a mass wasting event on a stream channel

depends on size and speed of material delivered to the channel, relative to the ability

of the stream to remove it, as measured by stream discharge. Thus hilislope

processes forming long-lived valleys in small to moderate sized stream basins are

short lived in larger stream basins. The factors influencing the larger valleys of the

rivers in the coast range are on a much larger scale of time and space. Large scale

differences in bedrock stratigraphy and paleo-events, such as episodic tectonic uplift

and Pleistocene discharge regimes, are probably responsible for the formation of

these large scale features. The possibility that drainages were larger before uplift of

the Coast Range separated drainages must also be considered in the evolution of

landforms of the area (Niem, 1976).

Valley morphology influences the long term dynamics and development of the

channel and valley bottom, as well as the morphological and compositional properties

of the stream channel that they encompass. In small to moderate sized streams, large

scale mass wasting processes immediately form lakes after damming. The

persistence of the lake depends on the ability of the stream to cut through the deposit

and the rate of sediment input from upstream. The lake will begin to fill with

sediment and changes to a swampy environment with poorly formed multiple

channels. After the valley has filled with sediment, a meandering channel forms that

will eventually cut into the fine sediments and become an entrenched meander. In

larger streams, the transition to a meandering channel may position the channel

outside the former boundaries of lateral channel migration. The more sinuous

channel may downcut through the sediment deposits and be positioned on bedrock of

the former valley margins and footslopes, thus having much different characteristics

than the former channel.

Characteristic valley patterns are more prevalent in certain landforms of the

Tyee Formation. In the Coastal Fluvial Landtype association, (where Flynn Creek is
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located), siltstone layers are well developed. Large slump-slides are characteristic

of this landtype. Watersheds are of moderate relief, and the alternation of constricted

and wide valley segments is a common phenomenon in many watersheds. The adjacent

Igneous Uplands landtype is underlain by a large sill forming Table mountain. In this

area the Tyee formation is dominated by massive sandstone, relief is steep, and debris

torrents are common.

Thus valley segments are identifiable features, often having sharp

discontinuities in valley geomorphology. Valley segment types may be identified by

similar morphological properties regardless of size, but their mode of formation and

resultant channel dynamics vary with stream size and their specific process of

formation. Identification of valley segments and their characteristic hilislope-

stream interactions is necessary in interpreting the inherent variability of upland

streams, and in managing watersheds within the context of the natural dynamics of

the stream.

Valley Geomorphology: Bob Creek

Valley geomorphology is the template for channel development and consequent

habitat distribution and dynamics. Understanding hillslope-stream interaction is

important in predicting and interpreting channel morphology, structure, and

dynamics. In the upstream Bob Creek site, the narrow valley constrained floodplain

and lateral channel development, often resulting in forced meanders. Valley width is

quite variable, being predominantly narrower in the mid zone and wider in the upper

and lower zones, due to tributary influence (Figure 5). Localized constrictions are

formed by bedrock protrusions, alluvial fans, elevated terraces, and occasional

earthflows and slides. Bedrock protrusions are composed of more resistant bedrock,

probably formed from dikes. The thinner soils over stable bedrock provide a firmer

substrate for rooting of vegetation. Consequently, one characteristic of bedrock

protrusions is that conifers grow close to the stream and are thus an important point

source for recruitment of large wood. The stream channel is often anchored against

bedrock protrusions and associated log accumulations, a phenomenon observed in

larger streams (Lilsle, 1986). Between bedrock protrusions there are deeper

soiled, more unstable areas prone to streamside slides that are dominated by alder

and salmonberry.



Figure 5. Valley width of the upper Bob Creek study site with location of tributaries and bedrock protrusions.

tJ
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Debris torrents and floods are the major processes affecting the channel and

are responsible for much of the instream features and dynamics. Streamside slides

are common secondary processes affecting the channel, as are occasional earthflows.

Most tributaries have identifiable debris torrent activity or large fans with a

characteristically unsorted sediment matrix (Costa, 1984), a basis for assuming

that here most tributary depositional features are related to former torrents. Ages of

debris torrent features, fans, and slides range from three to greater than 300 years,

and are separated into five age classes. Fans and terraces older than sixty years were

lumped into the oldest age class, due to the limits of air photos and the difficulty of

consistently and accurately aging older alders by tree rings.

Valley morphology has had a strong influence on debris torrent behavior in

the upper study site. Most recent torrents of small to intermediate size have been

deposited near the contributing tributary junction. The combination of the sharp

angle of tributary junctions (90 degrees) and the sharp decrease in slope upon

entering the narrow valley have restricted the momentum of debris torrents,

resulting in the immediate localized deposition of the main sediment load.

Furthermore, the overall stream slope of 6.7 percent is at the lower end of the range

that debris torrents travel downstream (Benda, 1985). A size threshold may,

however, occur at which torrents have enough mass and momentum to overide

morphological constraints and continue to flow downstream. The largest recent

torrent in the lowermost segment flowed 330 meters downstream and left

characteristic deposits of logs, boulders and sediment. The main deposit was at the

tributary junction and secondary deposits occur at valley constrictions and valley

bends. Present features such as old log jams that span the valley, elevated terraces,

or terraces with an unsorted sediment matrix may be relicts of past large scale

events. Thus channel features are a result of adjustment to past and present events,

and they respond to both local and upstream conditions.

In the lower study area, stream slope is well below the threshold of

downstream movement of debris torrents. The wider valley allowed fans from debris

flows to be more spread out and lower in elevation. Many debris torrents continued

to the other side of the valley, and deposited large, persistent log jams. The influence

of debris torrent deposits on the stream is evidenced in forced meanders and log jams,
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but changes in bed elevation are less variable here than upstream. A recent

catastrophic debris flood redistributed all the log jams to the margins of the channel.

In the upper site stream slope varied between zones and was strongly

influenced by debris torrents (Figure 6). Debris torrent deposits and associated log

jams trap sediments, resulting in aggradation and reduced channel slope upstream

(Pearce and Watson, 1983). The overall stream slope measured in the field for the

upstream site was 6.7 percent, close to the map derived slope of 6.6 percent, and

quite variable. Slope of segments ranged from 4.8 to 8.8 percent, and slopes of zones

from 2.5 to 12.9 percent. Upper and lower zones had the highest and lowest slopes,

respectively, and also the greatest variability. The mid-zones were least variable

and deviated least from the overall slope and the slope of the segment. Variability of

slope was closely related to the magnitude and composition of debris torrent deposits,

location in relation to deposits, and time since the last disturbance.

Distribution of instream channel structures such as wood and boulders are

also influenced by debris torrents. Boulders are not always observed in debris

torrent fans, although boulder density and substrate size are often greatest

downstream of tributary junctions and in the stream bed downcutting through debris

torrent deposits (Figure 7). Localized boulder deposits also occur from slides,

earthflows, and calving of bedrock. Wood is an important link between the terrestrial

and fluvial environment and is important in forming pools and the storage and routing

of sediment. Fir and alder comprise most of the instream wood and have similar

densities of individual pieces in the channel. Fir average 6.0 meters in length with

an average diameter of 0.5 meters, while alder averaged 3.9 meters in length and 0.3

meters in diameter. Alder does have an important role in habitat formation, even

though individual alder are smaller and less persistent in the stream. The more rapid

recruitment of alder is important in the short term formation of pools, especially

after disturbance, and in the reinforcement and persistence of smaller jams. Valley

morphology and processes such as debris torrents, flotation, streamside slides, and

stream undercutting of terraces and hillslopes interact to form a complex

distribution of wood in various sizes and composition. Larger jams were deposited by

debris torrents and are located in the wider upstream zones. Smaller secondary jams

are often associated with valley constrictions such as elevated terraces or bedrock

protrusions. Many large pools are associated with these smaller jams.
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Pool-Riffle Formation and Distribution in Bob Creek

Habitat distribution is strongly influenced by watershed geomorphology. Pool

spacing of 5 to 7 channel widths is considered optimal for the formation of pools.

Pool spacing is considered normally distributed and universal in a variety of streams

(Kellor and Melhorn, 1978). Such spacing results from the tendency for the

formation and distribution of pools to be controlled by the prevailing discharge

regime. A rhythmic spacing of pools should be characterized by a distribution that is

more evenly or regularly spaced, rather than displaying random or clustered

distributional patterns. Analysis of pool distribution by pool to pool spacing and

linear nearest neighbor, however, produced results deviating from those expected.

Distributional patterns of pool spacing in upstream and downstream sites

have differences as well as similarities. All patterns display a log normal

distribution, with skewness toward smaller and longer pool spacings (Figure 8).

Dominant spacing is in the 2-3 channel width range, closer than the expected 5 to 7

channel widths. In both sites, spacing is more strongly skewed towards shorter

spacings for all combined pools than for only the larger pools. Downstream

distributional patterns for all pools are less skewed than for upstream distributional

patterns for all pools. Patterns for upstream large pools are more irregular and

more strongly skewed toward longer pool spacings than are patterns for large pools

downstream. These distributional patterns are similar to those for large pools in a

large mountainous stream in the Oregon cascades (Grant, 1984).

Further analysis of pool distributional patterns through nearest neighbor

analysis quantifies the distortion from a regular pattern. All pool types analyzed

displayed nonregular patterns (Table 3). Pools associated with inorganic structures

tended toward clustered patterns. Only boulder pools in upper Bob Creek were

significantly clustered, due to the localized distribution of large substrate near

debris torrent deposits, tributary junctions, and other locations of large sediment

deposits. All other distributional patterns were significantly to strongly random.

The values for lower Bob Creek approach regularity, being on the boundary for

significant regularity. Interpretation of these patterns should be done with care. For

example, random values do not simply imply random processes influencing

distribution. A complex yet significant interaction of controlling factors may
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Table 3. Linear nearest neighbor values for pools in the upper and lower Bob Creek sites.

Linear
All Pools

Nearest Neighbor Values
Large Pools Boulder Wood

Upper Bob Creek 1.13(129)* 1.06(62)* 0.69(40)+ 0.94(80)*

Lower Bob Creek 1.25(54)* 1.29(37)* *0.87(23)* 1.13(29)*

* Random pattern (95% Confidence Interval)
# Regular pattern
+ Clustered pattern

Perfectly random and perfectly regular patterns would have values of 1.0 and 2.0, respectively. The
number of pools are in parentheses.
* Value is for pools associated with inorganic structures: bedrock and banks.
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obscure any possible relations, resulting in a random distribution (Pinder and

Witherick, 1972). The deviation from both regularity and a normal distribution,

the shorter maximum spacing than the expected 5-7 channel widths, and pools with

long spacings may indicate the operation of factors preventing a rythmic spacing of

pools. This effect is greater upstream than downstream. It suggests that factors in

addition to hydrological controls must be considered in pool distribution in

mountainous streams.

Increasing trends toward regularity in pool spacing downstream suggest the

possibility of discharge related control of pool distribution. Stream discharge in the

upper site may be unable to effectively distribute instream structures such as

boulders and logs. Furthermore, the relative effectiveness of a single log or boulder

in forming a pool is greater upstream than downstream owing to its size relative to

channel width. Thus greater regularity may occur downstream due to the size of

structures relative to the channel and to the ability of the discharge regime to

distribute structures. However, other factors such as the developmental state of the

channel and the spatial distribution of external features influencing the channel must

be considered.

The downstream site is currently going through a transitional phase after a

recent (6-8 years) large debris flood redistributed sediment, widened the channel,

and removed long-standing log jams. Many former log plunge pools are filling in

with sediment formally stored behind log jams, while newer bank and wood lateral

scour pools are forming as the channel adjusts to the new channel morphology and

sediment regime. Ninety percent of pools were lateral scour pools, with fifty percent

associated with wood, 30 percent with bedrock, and 10 percent with channel banks.

Lateral scour pools dominate because wood has been redistributed to the channel

margins and because of lateral channel migration. A short-term transition from

structural control of the channel to channel adjustment after disturbance may

account for the trend toward more regularity in pool distribution downstream than

upstream. Furthermore, the spatial regularity of large scaled features that control

pool formation such as tributary junctions, log jam formation, and bedrock

protrusions must also be considered.

Stratification of the stream channel by segments and zones reveals habitat

distributional patterns that are more interpretable to watershed and stream
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Table 4. Pool type and size class composition of zones.
A) Proportion of zones in which pool types and sizes are present.
B) Percent of pool types and sizes in zones.

ZONE
SIZE

Scour

POOL TYPE ALL
POOLSCLASS Wood Boulder

Plunge Total
A) UPPER 1 ---- ---- ---- 0.3 0.3

2 0.1 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.5
3 0.6 0.4 0.7 0.5 0.9
4 0.4 0.4 0.6 0.7 0.8

All 0.8 0.7 0.9 0.9

MID 1 0.1 0.5 0.7 0.1 0.7
2 0.1 0.3 0.7 0.1 0.7
3 0.2 0.2 0.3 0.1 0.6
4 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.4

All 0.4 0.8 1.0 0.4

LOWER 1 0.7 0.2 0.7 0.1 0.8
2 0.3 0.3 0.5 0.1 0.5
3 0.2 0.5 0.6 0.2 0.6
4 0.3 0.1 0.4 0.4

All 0.9 0.6 0.9 0.3

B) UPPER 1 5 5

2 2 2 4 7 12
3 10 10 20 15 35
4 7 14 22 23 48

All 17 26 46 50

MID 1 8 25 33 2 36
2 13 8 23 2 26
3 2 6 8 10 20
4 2 8 10 5 18

All 25 47 74 19

LOWER 1 19 3 22 3 28
2 17 8 25 3 30
3 5 14 22 3 28
4 5 3 11 14

All 46 28 80 9



Table 5. Riffle and secondary channel composition of zones of upper Bob Creek.
A) Riffle composition as percent of channel length of zones.
B) Presence of riffles in zones as frequency of occurrence.

Zone Gravel
RIFFLES fiAPIDS CASCADE FALLS SECONDARY CHANNELS
Cobble Total Total Total Total Aggradina Degrading

A)
Upper 2 9 11 32 36 3 9 19

Mid 2 24 26 41 3 0 6 4

Lower 24 33 57 19 5 0 27 3

B)
Upper 0.1 0.3 0.4 1.0 0.9 0.4 0.3 0.6

Mid 0.1 0.5 0.6 0.8 0.3 0.0 0.2 0.2

Lower 0.5 0.8 1.0 0.7 0.2 0.0 0.6 0.1

(A)
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Table 6. Frequency of occurrence of nearest neighbors of pool size classes.
Size class one is the largest pool size class.

Pool
Size
Class 1 2 3 4

1 0.56 0.23 0.21 0.00

2 0.27 0.41 0.20 0.12

3 0.31 0.19 0.23 0.27

4 0.04 0.21 0.21 0.54
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conditions. Riffle and pool types displayed characteristic distributions in zones in

upper Bob Creek. Upstream zones of segments tend to be dominated by smaller

boulder pools and cascades and rapids (Tables 4,5). The mid-zone has more wood

plunge pools and rapids while in the lower zone wood lateral scour pools and riffles

predominated . Pool development as exemplified by pool size is limited in the upper

zone. Larger pools predominate in the mid and lower link-zones, and are usually

associated with wood.

Pools of similar size tend to be nearest neighbors (Table 6), indicating that

different areas of the channel are optimum for development of pools of different sizes.

Patterns of riffle-pool size and structural classes in zones strengthen the suggestion

that areas of differential habitat formation occur in the stream. Understanding the

processes that influence the distribution of stream habitat and associated structures,

and the factors that influence pool size and development, will assist in predicting

habitat distribution and explaining variability. Slope appears to be a major

underlying factor, especially in its relation with pool distribution.

Pool developmental parameters, such as pool size, pool density, and total pool

volume are all related to the overall channel slope of a zone. Pool size and total pool

volume tend to be greater at lower slopes, while pool density tends to increase with

increasing slope (Figure 9). The size of pools is also related to pool density. Small

pools occur at all densities, but larger pools are more prevalent with decreasing

densities. Higher pool density results in smaller pool spacings. Spatial constraints

usually prevent pools from forming closer than two channel widths. However, pool

density is not necessarily synonymous with with pool spacing. It is possible to have

an overall low pool density in a length of channel with clustered large pools. The

occurrence of areas with high pool density and smaller-sized pools partially

explains the skewness of pool spacing towards smaller spacings. Thus the potential

for pool development expressed as average pool size and total pool volume tends to be

greatest at lower slopes, is restricted at higher slopes, and is related to pool density.

In summary, channel slope influences the the potential for habitat

development There is, however, a high degree of variability which can be partially

explained by location, structural composition, and the developmental stage of the

channel. Variability in slope-habitat relations is partly owing to the difference

between the overall channel slope of the zone and the slope of the channel that a
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particular habitat occupies. Actual channel slope may vary within the overall

channel slope for the zone, from a straight, homogeneous channel dominated by riffles

and rapids with many smaller pools to a variable stepped profile with large plunge

pools and sediment stored behind log steps. Furthermore, in lower zones, recent

aggradation often occurs after a disturbance, resulting in lower slope, channel

shifting, and loss of large pools. However, rapid channel adjustment in the presence

of wood may produce large pools at such low slopes. Pool densities in channels of

differing sediment regimes, structural characteristics, and developmental stages may

be associated with pools of varying sizes.

With this in mind, variability and outliers may be better explained. For

example, older log jams that have been redistributed may form a series of complex

plunge-dammed pools, essentially "bathtub" pools. These pools would not follow

relations of pool spacing, density or slope, since many larger pools could occur in a

short distance in channels with higher slopes.

Though slope influences pool density, size, and total volume, the use of low

flow pool volume parameters as proxies for pool development has limitations. Pool

volume is temporarily and variably stored water at low stream flows, and may not be

related to ecological factors such as retention of organics, flow diversity, and cover

and rearing for fish. Furthermore, pool volume relations change with increasing

discharge. Areas of logjams, side channels and high density of instream structure

may exhibit high flow diversity and dammed pools at higher discharges, these

providing important refuges for winter survival of fish. However, pool size does

have important biological implications. For example, a diversity of pool sizes is

needed to accommodate different life histories of fish (Bestcha and Platts, 1986).

Channel-Hillslope Dynamics in Segment-Zones

Stratification by geomorphic criteria provides insight into habitat formation

and disturbance in relation to geomorphic disturbance and the sediment regime.

Variability of the distribution and composition of stream habitat can be explained by

location within the stream network and change after disturbance. Zones have

characteristic morphology and response to perturbation, and thus a generalized

composition and dynamics of stream habitat can be made. The dynamics of the channel

are related to the deposition, storage, and removal of sediment, all of which are
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influenced by the conditions of the surrounding valley. The composition of the

channel is related to the composition of the sediment delivered to the channel and how

the sediment is stored. The recruitment and distribution of wood in the stream is

important in sediment storage and habitat formation. Channel morphology, and thus

stream habitat, will be constantly changing in response to sediment loading and

transport (Schumm, 1975).

The upper zone is located directly below tributary junctions or debris torrent

deposits. The zone is characterized by high and variable slope, large substrate size,

numerous small pools dominated by boulder influence with much secondary wood

influence. The dominant processes are debris torrent deposition and the downcutting

of the channel through sediment deposits. The high slope is from large logjams and

sediment deposited by debris torrents. The major features are fans and associated

log jams that often extend across the valley, and result in forced meanders of the

channel. Older relict fans are often persistent constrictions of the valley and form

steeper cascades and rapids having large substrate. These are remnants from

downcutting through sediment deposits. The slope of the zone is consistently higher

than the average slope of the segment, even in old deposits. Large substrate may

remain after periodic deposition and removal of sediment, which restricts further

stream downcutting.

The composition and persistence of features in the upper zone depend on the

magnitude and composition of the event, the frequency and timing of events, and time

since the last event, all of which in turn depend on the conditions of the contributing

tributary (Figure 10). For example, large scale events, such as debris torrents,

that incorporate boulders and bedrock in the deposit may form channel features that

persist long after the fine sediment matrix is removed. However, deposits composed

of smaller substrate may have a shorter persistence in the channel, since they are

more easily transported by the stream. The composition of the wood in the deposit

will also influence the development and structure of the deposit. Alder comprise a

large percentage of the wood depositional matrix. These rapidly decompose and break

into smaller pieces, and are easily transported within the channel. Deposits that

contain large fir will have different long term characteristics than those dominated

by alder, especially in storage and routing of sediment.
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The mid-zone has the least direct impact from debris torrents and the least

variability in slope. The slope of the mid-zone is closest to the mean slope of the

segment and to the mean slope of the study site. Habitat composition of the mid-zone

is characterized by plunge pools and rapids. Variability of habitat in the channel is

mainly controlled by the presence of wood interacting with sediment transport and

storage (Figure 10). With the presence of wood, channel slope is variable, as log

steps form with plunge pools scoured below and with sediment stored above as cobble

riffles. Logstep formation predominates in the relatively steep, narrower valley,

often at protrusions or valley constrictions. This accounts for the predominance of

log plunge pools and cobble riffles in this zone. In the absence of wood and with the

occurrence of high sediment input, channel slope is less variable and is dominated by

rapids and smaller pools. In this situation sediment transport dominates over

sediment storage, resulting in the inundation of pools and a poor pool forming

environment. Removal of wood occurs by flotation during water or debris floods,

which may have localized effects. Wood input occurs by a variety of processes,

creating small jams and less frequently single log steps.

It is in the mid-zone that the valley is narrowest and bedrock protrusions are most

influential. Bedrock protrusions are an important source of recruitment of large fir

to the stream, the fir anchored on the bedrock and grow close to the stream. Valley

constrictions act as anchors for the stream channel, log jam accumulation, and

secondary deposition of debris torrents. Side channel development was lowest in this

zone, due in part to the reduced lateral migration of the stream channel.

The lower zone has the most apparent geomorphic dynamics and habitat

development. This zone has a wider valley and a highly variable but lower channel

slope. It is characterized by riffles and large wood lateral-scour pools. The major

processes are aggradation and downcutting through sediment deposits above debris

torrent deposits. Debris torrent deposits, together with consequent fan and log jam

formation act as dams, these causing leveling of stream slope and infilling of the

valley. Base leveling of the stream initiates a complex interaction of the

hillslope, channel, and riparian areas in the recruitment of wood and development of

habitat (Figure 10). Initial pool formation may be low, due to aggradation and

channel shifting, the channel consequently being dominated by gravel riffles.

However, immediate (though short lived) wood input to the channel for pool
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formation is generated from the floodplain by lateral channel migration and drowning

of riparian alder. The higher water table of the valley bottom, in conjunction with

undercutting the hillslope by the channel often initiates medium to large stream-side

slides, thus introducing to the stream a disorganized fine sediment-wood matrix. In

the wider valley and low channel slope, disorganized wood accumulations and a

braided to meandering channel result. As the channel scours and is anchored around

random wood accumulations, wood lateral scour pools are initially formed.

As the channel stabilizes, competition between braids leads to the formation of

a mainstem anchored on wood accumulations with secondary channels, usually

forming along the hillslope opposite the mainstem. Channel processes change from

lateral migration to downcutting of the channel and removal of the sediment. Wood

accumulations span and stabilize the channel. Thus a transition occurs from initial

formation of lateral scour pools to the formation of log steps and plunge pools in the

steepening channel (Figure 11). The process can be reset by additional sediment

input from local slides or from upstream, as the fans and log jams from debris

torrents are fairly persistent and able to retain sediment.

The dynamics of the lower zone explains variability in slope and habitat

composition (Figures 10,11). This variability is due to storage and reworking of

sediment after disturbance of the channel by geomorphic processes, together with the

recruitment and stabilization of large wood in the stream. As the channel steepens

by downcutting and removal of sediment, pool types evolve from alder to fir and from

wood lateral-scour pools to wood plunge pools. In time, the channel may attain a

graded slope near the average for the segment, and will become similar to the mid-

zone in channel form and habitat composition.
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DISCUSSION AND PERSPECTIVES

Habitat Formation and Distribution

Factors that influence habitat formation and distribution in mountain streams

are quite complex, and they impart a variability that makes interpretation and

management of the biota of streams difficult (Hall and Knight, 1981).

Understanding the factors that influence habitat formation, distribution, and

development is important in deciphering variability and in effectively managing

watersheds and streams. Stream habitat in upland watersheds is intimately related to

hillslope processes and sediment dynamics. Such relations impart habitat

distributional patterns in upland streams that do not conform to traditional

explanations of habitat distribution that were developed for lowland streams.

Patterns of stream habitat in upland watersheds may be attributed to the particular

geologic and geomorphic properties of the watershed. Classification of stream

segments and habitat aids in explaining variability and interpreting habitat

distribution and dynamics.

Although pool spacing in this study deviates from that expected, habitats of

similar type and size tended to occur together in areas of similar geomorphology.

Pools of similar size tend to occur nearest one another, while certain types of riffles

and types and sizes of pools predominate in different segment-zones. Behavior of

hillslope-channel interactions and the resultant influence on habitat differ in

different zones. This all suggests that there are areas of the channel that are

optimum for the formation of certain habitats.

Pool and riffle formation depends on the delicate interaction between the

interdependent factors of stream discharge regime, sediment input, substrate size,

and the type, delivery, and distribution of instream structures. These factors are in

turn dependent on the interaction of local and upstream watershed conditions, and

vary both spatially and temporally.

Pool formation and distribution has been explained through equilibrium

energetics of streams. The buildup of potential energy and release of kinetic energy

are dependent on channel morphology and composition and the discharge regime. A

stream segment's potential energy available to do work is determined by channel
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slope and discharge. Stream energy is partially dissipated in turbulence and in the

entrainment and transport of sediment. The roughness of the channel margins and bed

and the distribution and position of instream structures affect dissipation of energy

in turbulence and scour, as well as the storage and routing of sediment. Presence of

instream structure and variability in channel morphology impart greater flow

heterogeneity and thus a more random dissipation of energy.

Traditionally, concepts related to pool-riffle distribution have been

restricted to lowland, meandering streams. The regularity of lateral meandering of

the channel in the planiform dimension is considered an equilibrium expression of

minimal energy loss (Langbien and Leopold, 1966). Pools are considered as

meanders dissipating energy in the vertical dimension (Leopold et al., 1964), and

are formed by scour at high flow (Lilse, 1979). This results in regularly spaced

meanders with pools formed at meander bends and with riffles in between . The

discharge regime forming the active channel width is assumed responsible for the

formation of pools, with 5-7 channel widths being considered optimum spacing in the

equilibrium energetics of pool formation (Yang, 1971). The tendency for the median

spacing of pools to be 5-7 channel widths occurs in a wide variety of streams and is

considered universal (Keller and Mellorn, 1979). In steeper mountainous streams,

where pools are associated with large roughness elements (Lilse, 1981), falls and

log steps are considered expressions of equilibrium dissipation of energy analogous to

meander bends (Heede, 1975; Marston, 1982).

In lowland streams with higher discharge and lower substrate size, substrate

is moved more easily. Thus energy may be more regularly dissipated, resulting in

large, rhythmically-spaced pools. In upland streams with lower discharge, point

sources of sediment input, relatively larger influence of instream structure, and

larger substrate, the regularity of the hydraulic regime is disrupted. A number of

irregularly sized and spaced pools may form where, in a typical lowland stream, a

single pool would have formed.

The size of pools is influenced by the interdependent factors of stream slope,

substrate size, and pool density, and the relative size and position of stream

structures. Larger pools are formed by larger structures (obstructions) that

protrude further into the channel, while smaller "scour hole" pools are formed by

smaller obstructions protruding less into the channel (Lilse, 1986). In this study,
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pool size is related to channel slope and pool density. Pool spacing and density are

themselves important factors influencing pool formation. As pools form closer

together, there may be competition for space and energy. Scour of sediment from

upstream pools may fill pool depressions that are too close downstream. Energy

dissipated in forming upstream pools may limit energy available to form pools

immediately downstream. Thus pool density may control size of pools by competition

for space and energy.

Groupings of pools of various sizes and spacings may occur in upland streams.

The variable distribution of channel morphology and instream structures (large

roughness elements) disrupts any regularity in equilibrium energy "buildup" and

release. The energy available to form pools in a channel reach of particular

morphology is irregularly dissipated and distributed in the variably sized and spaced

pools. The pools formed in upland streams can be thought of as representing

"packets" of the dissipated energy of the potential energy available to form pools and

transport sediment. Thus the observation of pools of similar size occurring nearest

one another can be explained through the partitioning of the energy and space

available to form pools in an area of the channel of similar morphology, structure,

and substrate. The log normal distribution patterns of pool to pool spacing in upper

Bob Creek may be similarly explained. The distribution of pool spacing is skewed

towards low values. The high number of pools that are closely spaced may be due to

relations between channel slope, pool density, and pool size. Channel reaches with

higher slope tend to have a higher density of smaller pools. Thus the pool spacing

distribution curve reflects the variability of the physical factors of the channel that

influence pool density and size. Additional small, closely spaced pools replace larger

pools that would be spaced further apart, thus the higher number of closely spaced

pools (Figure 8). The equilibrium hydraulics determining regularity in pool

formation remains, but takes on new relations with pool density, size, and volume,

which are related to the variable conditions of the channel. Pool spacing is also

related to channel disturbance. Large scale paleohydrological events such as debris

torrents and debris floods can form persistent bedforms, such as pools, that are

spaced according to the magnitude of the event (O'Conner et al., 1986). Thus spacing

conforms to both average flows and paleohydrologic events. When the complexities of

channel hydraulics, energy dissipation, and pool formation are considered, the

nonregular, nonnormal, skewed patterns of pool spacing can be understood.
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Conventional geometric ways of considering habitat distribution do not

adequately reveal patterns and may mask controlling factors that influence habitat

distribution in upland streams. This is due to the dependency of the distribution of

riffles and pools on the spatial distribution of properties of the channel. The spatial

variability of the stream channel, in turn, is influenced by valley geomorphology and

hilislope processes. In this respect, habitat distribution takes on regularity relative

to the geomorphic conditions and interaction of the valley bottom and watershed.

Classification of stream habitat emphasizing geomorphic criteria provides an

interpretive linkage with the hilislope- valley environment. Complex hillslope-

stream interactions disrupt any geometric regularity in channel hydraulics and

habitat distribution. This can lead to predominantly random distribution patterns in

upland streams. However, as in the upper Bob Creek study site, these same hilislope

processes and valley features producing random distribution patterns may produce a

correspondingly characteristic and predictable spatial distribution of channel

morphology and stream habitat. Conversely, catastrophic events that remove

structure and disrupt the channel may result in a more regular pool spacing, as in

the lower Bob Creek study site. Spatial variability of stream habitat may be related

to properties of the watershed that influence the stream channel on variable spatial

scales, and from previous perturbations. Factors influencing pool formation and

distribution may not be readily apparent through standard methods of mensuration,

such as pool spacing, which focus on one spatial scale of explanation. Recognition of

the influence of geomorphic properties of watersheds on stream habitat distribution

and dynamics is important in identifying and explaining patterns of habitat and in

stratifying the stream. Incorporation of geomorphic criteria in a stream

classification is necessary to deal adequately with the spatial and temporal

variability inherent in streams.

Classification of Streams

Classification of stream systems is needed to reduce and explain both spatial

and temporal variation. Such a classification should provide a framework that orders

observations and knowledge so that generalizations can be made about classes

(Warren, 1979; Sokal, 1974). A good classification should be heuristic in that it

enhances prediction of spatial and temporal phenomenon and provides a framework

for articulating causal explanations and relations. The framework of a classification
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should be universally applicable to deal with multidisciplinary problems across

broad geographical ranges, yet specific enough for site specific problems.

Previous stream classifications have not been well accepted because they

address limited spacio-temporal dimensionality and are not universally applicable.

Stream classifications may be too broad in context or they may be appropriate only

for local areas. Thus the framework and generalizations cannot be extrapolated to

other areas. Some classification schemes use variables that fluctuate on short time

spans and do not reflect the fundamental properties of watersheds. Such

classifications are often empirically based or based solely on morphology or

biotypes, thus limiting interpretation of causal relations (Hawkes, 1975). In

addition, stream classifications usually focus on the stream channel and not on the

watershed.

An adequate classification should address these criteria and problems.

Primarily, there is a need to integrate stream classifications with the attributes of

the terrestrial system (Platts, 1980). A stream is essentially the surface

expression of the hydrology of its watershed. Thus the watershed has been proposed

as the basic stream classification unit (Lotspiech and Platts, 1982; Warren,

1979). However, even with regional terrestrial and watershed classifications, there

remains the problem of linking attributes of terrestrial classifications with the

stream (Welsh, 1978).

The variables for classification should be based on capacity type factors, or

factors that are proxies for potentials. Capacity type factors correspond to Scumm

and Lichtys' (1965) independent variables in that they are variables that are time

invariant at a certain space-time scale and have the capacity to determine the

properties and dynamics of variables that fluctuate on shorter time scales (Warren,

1979). Corresponding variables in geomorphology are considered genetic in that

they reflect the fundamental and permanent characteristics of the landscape (Brown

and Godfrey, MS; Mitchel, 1973). A classification based on the genetic concepts of

origin, process, and form integrates "...the complex interrelationships of the many

attributes of the landscape into a single whole." (Mitchell, 1973). The concepts of

process and development can introduce an interactive and predictive quality to

classification and thus allow insight into the behavior of a system. The genetic factor

of process interrelates components of a system and enhances explanation of patterns,
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dynamics, and associations. A genetic approach also enhances prediction of spatial

characteristics and response to perturbation (Brown and Godfrey, ms). Groups of

watershed or stream classes that have similar fundamental qualities should have

similar relationships between components of the watershed and stream and thus

should have similar behavioral and spatial characteristics.

A divisive hierarchical classification scheme that uses capacity type variables

can best partition spatial variability and the temporal behavior of streams (Frissel

et al. 1986). A hierarchy allows all levels of biological and habitat organization,

interaction, and cycles to be viewed. It also provides different levels of focus for

specific problems and appropriate generalizations. Development and process provide

a deterministic linkage between components of different levels of a hierarchical

resolution, in essence uniting the classification scheme. This type of hierarchy can

be considered a temporal steady state hierarchy, with a continuum of temporal

effectiveness expressed at various spacio-temporal levels. Each level has

characteristic capacity type variables that influence the behavior of more time

variant variables, which in turn become capacity variables at the next lower level.

In this respect, causality depends on the time and space scale on which a system is

viewed (Schumm and Lichty, 1965). Each spacio-temporal level corresponds to a

level in the hierarchical classification scheme. Variables at each level influence the

potential composition and development at that level of classification, and in turn are

controlled by variables at the next higher level (Table 1).

Regional classifications have been used to partition large scale variability of

climatic, physiographic, and biotic properties and the complex array of causal

factors that impart variability (Bailey, 1983; Lotspeich and Platts,1982; Hughes

and Larsen, 1988). Physiographic regions reflect the formation and development of

the landscape that impart characteristic large scale properties on the stream system

(Hack,1982). Such a regional classification for the Coast Range of Oregon has been

developed (Figures 1 and 2).

However, as mentioned earlier, the transfer-transition from a terrestrial

classification to properties of the stream channel is a difficulty in watershed

classification (Welch, 1978). Although the properties of a watershed that influence

the stream may be implicitly incorporated in a watershed classification, how they

influence the stream may not be explicitly apparent. Within the context of a
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hierarchical classification, stream segment is the most useful classification level for

interpreting stream habitat distribution and dynamics. The influence of the

properties of the watershed on the stream are directly expressed through the valley

segment. Properties of the valley are time invariant compared to the dynamics of the

stream channel, and they impart a characteristic composition and dynamics to the

channel. A stream segment reflects the effectiveness of the local environment in

dissipating and storing energy and materials supplied to the channel. The composition

and dynamics of a stream segment is a combination of the interaction between local

and upstream controls of climate, geology, soils, and land use (Schum, 1975). Thus

a stream segment can be defined as patterns of stream channel morphology or habitat

that are related to the fundamental properties of the immediate stream environment.

Boundaries of stream segments are determined by changes in the properties of the

environment of the channel that influence the long term properties of the channel.

Stratification of the channel using geomorphic parameters that reflect large scale

attributes of the watershed and valley helps partition channel variability and aids in

identifying the geomorphic factors that influence channel morphology and dynamics.

Delineation of segment classes depends on the objectives and spatial scales needed to

address a specific problem and the properties of a watershed that influence

properties and patterns of the channel. For example, discontinuities in valley

morphology were used to identify boundaries for large-scale stream segments in

sandstone lithology, while tributary junctions acted as point sources for debris

torrent activity and consequent habitat distribution and dynamics in the basalts.

Zonal stratification of stream links was necessary to reveal patterns of habitat

distribution in upper Bob Creek. Zones can be defined as a level of stratification

where physical boundaries are indiscernible or shift locations.

Those geomorphic variables used in classification of stream segments that

fundamentally influence the stream channel include local geology, valley morphology,

profile or "map" slope, and changes in discharge as expressed as watershed area.

Segment stratification is summarized in Table 2.

Bedrock lithology strongly influences potential geochemical, erosional, and

morphological characteristics of the watershed and thus can be considered as the

basic template for segment and habitat classification. Bedrock geology also influences

valley width and meander dimensions (Braun, 1983) and frequency and type of mass

movement (Swanston, 1978), all of which control large scale habitat distribution
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and development. Geologic properties of watersheds help explain variation in

sediment and hydrological regimes of watersheds (Arnett, 1979; Pearce and

O'Laughlin, 1978; Morrisawa, 1969), and influence stream network geometry

(Abrahams, 1983).

Morphology or form is an important capacity variable that reflects the

processes of formation of a unit and is the physical template upon which smaller

scale processes operate. A generic or morphological segment classification, used

within the context of a genetic watershed classification, can reveal patterns and

physical constraints of the stream related to properties of the watershed. The

morphological properties of the valley such as valley width and slope or the

nondimensional indices of valley width/channel width and the slope index (Hack,

1973) can be used effectively in a capacity segment classification. These variables

are analogous to morphologic variables in limnology such as maximum depth and

surface area to volume ratios, which provide explanatory and predictive power for

the production and dynamics of lakes. The relative size of the valley and the steepness

and proximity of the hillslope to the stream determine the effectiveness of

geomorphic processes in delivering sediment to the channel (Swanson et al., 1987),

while the size of the stream determines the persistence and relative influence of

features on the stream.

The longitudinal profile is the least transient feature of the stream and is a

historical expression of the geologic and geomorphic properties of the watershed

(Wheeler, 1979). The stream gradient index (Hack, 1973) is used to determine

stream segments of different sizes (discharges) that are influenced by similar

geomorphic conditions, or for identifying variations in geology or geomorphology that

differentially influence channel gradient. The overall channel slope or map slope can

be considered as a proxy for potential stream habitat formation, since it is

intermediary between the conditions of the watershed and stream habitat. Channel

slope influences stream power and the interdependent habitat parameters of pool

density and size, substrate size, and riffle type. Stream slope and substrate size are

in turn influenced by local changes in geologic properties of the watershed (Hack,

1957, 1973; Kellor and Talley, 1979).

Vegetation is not considered a capacity classification parameter at this level of

classification, since it can change during short periods of time. On the time scale
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pertaining to management (102 years), manipulation of streamside and hillslope

vegetation can elicit substantial changes in the stream. Thus there is a need to use

vegetation to describe the vegetation or management states for segments. The concept

of potential vegetation, on the other hand, does incorporate geomorphic, edaphic, and

climatic criteria and thus can be used as a capacity type variable. Vegetation has been

used to identify geomorphic and hydrologic areas of the valley (Winkler and

Rothwell, 1983; Dunne et al., 1975).

Change in stream size or discharge downstream is a fundamental change in

stream capacity and must be incorporated into stream classification. Tributaries can

modify the physical properties of the downstream channel (Miller, 1958; Richards,

1980) and the organic transport regime (Bruns et al., 1984) as well as the

discharge regime. Traditional ways of stratifying and describing streams are based

on the geometry of the stream network or abstract the stream from the watershed.

Stream order is the traditional concept of stream segment, which is extensively used

in stream and basin studies. Stream order is a geometric stratification of the stream

network by order of magnitude, as defined by Strahler (1952). Stream order

provides a coarse index of stream size, as well as linear and hierarchical relations of

streams. However, stream order is dependent on the map scale and methods used to

identify first order segments (Hughes and Omernick, 1983). Stream order is also

considered insensitive to physical controls and may obscure fundamental properties

of watersheds (Knighton, 1984). Link analysis provides a finer resolution of the

stream network that is more sensitive to geomorphic properties of the watershed

(Abrahams, 1984), and can be used to quantify the location of stream links in

relation to the geometry of the stream network. A link is traditionally defined as the

length of stream between tributary junctions, regardless of size. A more functional

definition is the portion of the stream between subbasins which contribute a

discharge or drainage area greater than 10 percent of the receiving stream or have a

substantial potential difference in solutional or suspended input. Geometric

stratifications such as stream order and link may be best used to communicate and

compare relative segment size and location.

Channel and Habitat Development

The concept of development is imperative in understanding temporal variation

in streams. Obviously the physical characteristics of streams change on various time
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scales, both seasonally and with perturbation. But stream classifications should not

change with temporal variation; otherwise they would constantly become obsolete.

Temporal change in physical characteristics of streams should be incorporated into

classification.

Developmental models of fluvial systems have traditionally been focused on

lowland streams and have been based on lateral planiform development of the channel,

from straight reaches to more stable sinuous reaches (Kellor, 1972). Planiform

developmental models are not completely appropriate for upland streams, where

channel slopes are greater, lateral migration of the channels may be constrained by

valley dimensions, and there is greater influence of hilislopes on channels. Models

for channel habitat development in upland streams should account for the varying

spatial and temporal interaction of factors that influence habitat formation,

distribution, and development and the greater interaction of the watershed with the

channel.

Channel and habitat development in upland streams is heavily dominated by

hillslope-stream interactions. Channel development is often a direct response to the

delivery, transport, and storage of sediment. Response to perturbation is more often

in a vertical dimension as aggradation and degradation, rather than as lateral

planiform deVelopment, though the extent of this depends on the physical constraints

of the valley. Viewing stream habitat in the context of sediment dynamics provides a

more holistic-causal view of stream habitat, by linking the dynamics and

composition of stream habitat with the dynamics and composition of the watershed.

The development of stream segments can be better understood within the

context of an encompassing watershed classification. The characteristics of the

stream at any point in the stream network will be due to the capacity of the

immediate stream environment to dissipate, distribute, and store the energy and

materials delivered from the upstream watershed and from local processes. Within a

homogeneous geomorphic environment, valley morphology and stream size are the

main physical variables controlling the potential development of the stream channel

and valley bottom. Map slope, valley width and side slope, and stream size and

location within the stream network represent the longterm physical constraints on

channel dynamics. These variables control the potential for effective impingement

and persistence of hillslope processes on the stream, as well as the variability of
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channel slope and consequent habitat distribution and development. An illustration of

this is the influence of valley morphology and stream size on the behaviour of debris

torrents and consequent habitat distribution, composition, and development in Bob

Creek.

Temporal variability can be viewed as different states of particular

developmental paths that could occur under varying perturbations and changes in

environmental conditions (Figure 12). The different states represent particular

observations along developmental trajectories of channels in stream segments under

the specific environmental and temporal conditions of the site. Such trajectories

could be in response to silvicultural practices, vegetation succession, large

magnitude hydrological events, fire, or wind storms. The trajectory of development

or recovery is preconditioned by historical processes and controlled by subsequent

events interacting with local and upstream conditions.

Perturbations can can be viewed in the context of punctuated or dynamic

equilibrium (Montgomery, 1989). When change in the environment or perturbation

of a watershed-stream system occurs, "those parts of the system whose time scale is

shorter than the disturbance react to produce a new steady state" (Dury and Nisbet,

1975). A system can be thought of as always adjusting to track a potential steady

state but seldom attaining one due to constant changes in the environment (Chorely,

1962). Changes in vegetation by silvicultural practices or fire may increase the

frequency and magnitude of processes or cause thresholds to be crossed for certain

processes to occur. Such changes would also affect the type, size and rate of

recruitment of wood to the channel and thus the delivery and storage of sediment.

Different segment classes will have different ranges of possibilities of developmental

trajectories and states. The wide alluvial valleys in sandstone and the segment zones

of Bob Creek had differing channel development relevant to the characteristics of the

geomorphology of the valley segment, and had recognizable stages in development.

These developmental stages are analogous to seral stages of succession for vegetation.

They can be as useful in managing streams as has seral stage recognition been in

managing vegetation and terrestrial communities.

Variability in the characteristics of a stream segment is partially a result of

varying channel development in response to complex interaction of different

processes influencing the stream under similar vegetation conditions. The observed
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characteristics of a segment are just one of many possible states. For example, the

range of pooled habitat values for a zone in upper Bob Creek (Tables 4,5) can be

thought of as the expression of the potential habitat development for a zone, within

the constraints of local and upstream conditions and developmental history. The

range of pooled habitat values in a zone can be considered as the average or most

probable state of habitat development under the constraining environmental

conditions of the watershed. This range of values may be related to different

developmental trajectories or stages in development. If different watershed

conditions had occurred, such as more intensive management or fire, different

developmental histories and resultant states could result in a different observed

range of values.

A valley segment will have a characteristic range of stream habitat dependent

on the characteristics of the local valley and upstream watershed, which are

incorporated into a capacity classification. The interpretation of such variability and

the effective utilization of the data entails an understanding of the processes that form

habitat and influence habitat development. Watershed and stream classification in a

geomorphic context is an effective tool in understanding habitat distribution and

dynamics. Patterns of stream habitat can be considered as a shifting mosaic, with

spacial variability a response to past and present events and features of the

watershed. Stream habitat cannot be considered separate from the watershed, but as

an integral part of the sediment and hydrological dynamics of the watershed. In this

respect, hillslope mass wasting prosseces are not only considered as perturbations of

the stream, but as important natural processes in the formation and dynamics of

stream habitat. In this context, the concept of dynamics is more appropriate than

disturbance. Thus a goal of watershed management should be to maintain the integrity

of hillslope-stream interactions in the context of stream habitat. This can be partly

accomplished through a knowledge of the geomorphic development and composion of

the landscape and the behavioral characteristics of the watershed. Effective

watershed and stream habitat management is enhanced by understanding the

structural, compositional, and developmental connections between the watershed and

stream, and the geomorphic and management thresholds that disrupt these

connections and retard "recovery" of stream habitat.
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